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Abstract

We address the problem of generating high-
quality question-answer pairs for educational
materials. Previous work on this problem
showed that using summaries as input improves
the quality of question generation (QG) over
original textbook text and that human-written
summaries result in higher quality QG than
automatic summaries. In this paper, a) we
show that advances in Large Language Mod-
els (LLMs) are not yet sufficient to generate
quality summaries for QG and b) we introduce
a new methodology for rewriting bullet point
student notes into fully-fledged summaries and
find that our methodology yields higher quality
QG. We conducted a large-scale human annota-
tion study of generated question-answer pairs
for the evaluation of our methodology. In or-
der to aid in future research, we release a novel
dataset of 9.2K human annotations of generated
questions.

1 Introduction

Automated generation of question-answer pairs for
education can be used to assist students with self-
guided reviews of educational materials or to sup-
port instructors with the creation of assessment
materials. A key challenge for these question gen-
eration (QG) models is to ensure the relevancy of
generated questions. Most human evaluation of
QG models often emphasizes the grammaticality
and fluency of the generated questions, rather than
their relevance (Subramanian et al., 2017). For ed-
ucational applications, this shortcoming is critical.

A recent study by Dugan et al. (2022) showed
that providing QG models with human-written sum-
maries as input, instead of original textbook text,
increases question relevance, acceptability, and in-
terpretability. The study also demonstrated that
using automatically generated summaries as input
improved QG quality over original textbook in-
put, but not as much as human-written summaries.

We investigate whether advances to large language
models (LLMs) like GPT-3 have closed this gap
and introduce a novel methodology for generating
summaries using student notes in the form of bullet
points as input.

The main contributions of our research are:

1. We find that using human summaries as in-
put to QG models still results in higher qual-
ity questions than generated summaries, even
when using GPT-3 for summarization.

2. We propose a new methodology, Bull2Sum,
that rewrites bullet point student notes into
fully-fledged summaries.

3. We show that our Bull2Sum method of gen-
erating summaries as input to QG results in
high-quality question-answer pairs.

4. We conduct a large-scale human evaluation
study of generated question-answer pairs us-
ing our method and baselines.

5. To assist in future research, we release two
datasets: a dataset with 9.2K human anno-
tations of generated questions, as well as a
dataset with summaries written by 392 stu-
dents for 96 sub-chapters of two textbooks.

2 Related Work

Prior work in question generation has focused pri-
marily on using sequence-to-sequence models to
generate questions from a given context passage.
These methods can either be answer-aware (i.e., an
answer span is given to the model, along with the
passage) or answer-agnostic (i.e., just the context
passage is given). Our work focuses on the latter
case, in which the model has the much more chal-
lenging task of generating the answer as well as the
question.

Subramanian et al. (2018) accomplished this
by decomposing the generation process into two
stages: answer-phrase extraction and answer-aware
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Figure 1: Different types of summaries such as automatic summaries, fully-fledged human-written summaries,
human-written summaries in bullet points, LLM enhanced summaries (with our proposed method), and textbook
text as used input to QG.

QG. Follow-up work from Sun et al. (2018) in-
troduced a position-aware component to localize
answers in the input context. Work by Wang
et al. (2020) added joint training between the two
stages of the pipeline. Other work has found that
transforming the input context passage can aid in
answer-phrase extraction. Lewis et al. (2021) fil-
tered out passages that are unlikely to contain an-
swers to human-written questions. Qu et al. (2021)
generated coarse keyphrases from input passages
to help guide the answer extraction model. Zhao
et al. (2022) used an “event-centric” summarizer
to generate a sequence of events, allowing them to
ask better questions.

More recently, Dugan et al. (2022) showed that
providing answer extraction models with human-
written or LM-generated summaries significantly
improved the relevance and interpretability of gen-
erated questions. We build on this insight and fur-
ther investigate the gap in question quality between
human-written summaries and LM-generated sum-
maries. Dugan et al. used a BART model (Lewis
et al., 2019) for automatic summarization. How-
ever, recent work suggests that summaries gener-
ated by large language models such as GPT-3 are
overwhelmingly preferred by human annotators
(Goyal et al., 2022). In what follows, we report
the results of experiments that we conducted to
evaluate whether Large Language Models can, in-
deed, generate quality summaries for the task of
generating question-answer pairs for educational
materials.

Step - Description

1. Zero-shot - We generated new summaries from the
human-written bullet style summaries with GPT-3 using
the following prompt: "Here’s an outline, please expand
it into full sentences and paragraphs: {human-written
summary in bullet style with incomplete sentences}"
2. Few-shot - We reviewed 10 examples by fact-checking
and removing repeated phrases. We added these examples
to the prompt and then generated 100 more summaries out
of the hand-written summaries in bullet style.
3. Fine-tuning - We fine-tuned GPT-3’s Davinci model
with the 100 summaries generated from the few-shot stage.
The format of the fine-tuned model was the following: Stu-
dentSummary: <bullet-point summary> GPT3Summary:
<paragraph style generated summary>

Table 1: Description of bootstrapping process to modify
the human-written summary style

3 Methodology

As mentioned earlier, the central goal of this study
is to address the problem of providing quality sum-
maries of educational materials to QA models in
order to generate important and relevant QA pairs.
To investigate this problem, we ran two groups of
experiments. First, we evaluated if GPT-3 gener-
ates better QA pairs than T5 which was used for
the same task in prior work. In the second group
of experiments, we investigated the impact of dif-
ferent types of input on the quality of the genera-
tion of QA pairs in addition to different ways of
obtaining summaries. To this end, we collected
summaries written by college students on course
textbooks and classified them into two major cat-
egories: fully-fledged summaries and bullet-point
summaries. Fully-fledged summaries consisted
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of complete grammatical sentences that formed
a coherent paragraph. Bullet-point summaries con-
sisted of bullet points or other fragments taken as
short notes. In addition to these two types of in-
put generated by humans, we introduced and com-
pared a new method of generating summaries from
bullet-point notes, which we call Bull2Sum (from
bullets to summaries). Bull2Sum takes as input
bullet-point summaries and rewrites them into fully-
fledged summaries.

3.1 Human-written Summaries
We collected human-written summaries from a to-
tal of 570 undergraduate and Master’s students
enrolled in a graduate-level Artificial Intelligence
course. Students wrote summaries of 56 sections of
14 chapters of the Russell and Norvig (2020) text-
book "Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach"
and 40 sections of 6 chapters of the Jurafsky and
Martin (2022) textbook "Speech and Language Pro-
cessing." The collected summaries varied widely in
terms of style. Some students wrote fully-fledged
summaries with complete sentences organized into
paragraphs. Others summarized the chapters in
the form of bullet-point notes. The students were
incentivized to write quality summaries because
they were allowed to use them as supplementary
material during the final exam. We release the
summaries of a total of 392 students who agreed
to share their anonymized summaries with the re-
search community.

3.2 Bootstrapping Training Data for LLMs
In order to generate in-domain data for fine-tuning
large language models, such as GPT-3, we em-
ployed a bootstrapping approach. We first gen-
erated a small amount of data pairs by using the
model in a zero-shot fashion. We then manually
reviewed the generated examples by fact-checking
and removing repeated phrases. We then used this
filtered set of synthetic data as in-context examples
to generate a larger set of high-quality few-shot
data. We used this final set of examples as our
fine-tuning dataset.

3.3 Fine-tuned Model for Rewriting Bullet
Points into Summaries

We introduce a fine-tuned model, Bull2Sum, that
we trained in order to rewrite summaries written in
bullet points or short notes into fully-fledged sum-
maries. We built this model by fine-tuning GPT-3
using the same bootstrapping approach described

Step - Description

1. Zero-shot - We generated QA pairs with GPT-3 us-
ing the prompt "Write 5 to 10 questions along with their
corresponding answers from the summary." + "Summary:
" + student_summary + "Question: <Text of question.>
+ "Corresponding answer: <Text of corresponding an-
swer.>"
2. Few-shot - We reviewed 20 examples by fact-checking
and formatting. We added these examples to the prompt
and then generated QA pairs out of summaries generated
by Bull2Sum.
3. Fine-tuning - We fine-tuned a model with QA pairs
generated from the few-shot stage.

Table 2: Description of bootstrapping process to gener-
ate QA pairs from a text.

in the previous section.1 Table 1 outlines and com-
pares all the methods in our experiments.

3.4 Question Generation Models
For question generation, we again used a boot-
strapping procedure to fine-tune GPT-3 to perform
answer-agnostic question generation. We outline
this procedure in Table 2. We generated questions
from this model and compared them to questions
generated from the same fine-tuned T5 model used
in Dugan et al. (2022).

4 Experiments

We compare the performance of two LLMs trained
to do QG in 5 text input conditions. So, we ran a to-
tal of 10 experiments. Each condition is a different
type of input to the model, including a condition
with summaries generated by a new model that
we fine-tuned, Bull2Sum, which rewrites bullet
points or short notes into fully-fledged sentences.
We describe this model in Section 3.3.

Text input conditions

1. Original text from textbook.
2. Zero-shot summary generated by GPT-3.
3. Fully-fledged human-written summary.
4. Bullet-point human-written summary.
5. Summary generated by Bull2Sum.

In order to evaluate and compare the perfor-
mance of both T5 and GPT-3 under the 1st condi-
tion (original text from textbook), we extracted 47
sections from the Russell and Norvig (2020) text-
book (omitting figures, tables, and equations). For
the 2nd condition, we used GPT-3 to summarize the

1We ran all the reported experiments in November 2022,
using text-davinci-002.
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T5 GPT-3
Type of Input to QG Model Acc. Gram. Interp. Rel. Corr. Acc. Gram. Interp. Rel. Corr.
1) Original text from textbook 35% 94% 68% 69% 52% 50% 79% 71% 77% 59%
2) GPT-3 generated summary
from textbook text

48% 93% 72% 76% 59% 67% 93% 84% 86% 75%

3) Fully-fledged human-written
summary

44% 88% 70% 85% 58% 73% 95% 92% 95% 79%

4) Bullet-point human-written
summary

50% 86% 72% 88% 61% 53% 93% 86% 89% 66%

5) Bull2Sum summary 55% 93% 79% 93% 67% 70% 96% 90% 93% 80%

Table 3: Evaluation of questions generation by T5 and by GPT-3 using different types of summaries as input.
Humans evaluated whether the questions were Acceptable, Grammatical, Interpretable, Relevant, and Correct.

passages from the first condition with the follow-
ing prompt: "Please summarize the following text
using complete sentences:" For the 3rd and 4th con-
ditions, we used 96 fully-fledged human-written
summaries and 96 bullet-point human-written sum-
maries from Russell and Norvig (56 sections) and
Jurafsky and Martin (40 sections). For the 5th con-
dition, we used our fine-tuned model Bull2Sum de-
scribed in Section 3.3 on the 96 bullet-point human-
written summaries. There is a one-to-one mapping
in conditions 3, 4, and 5 as they are from the same
textbook sections. Conditions 1 and 2 are from a
subset of these textbook sections. Table 4 in the Ap-
pendix provides detailed information and statistics
about the data.

5 Evaluation

We performed a human evaluation study to mea-
sure the QG performance of the models GPT-3
and T5 under our 5 different input conditions, as
described in Section 4. We had a total of 66 annota-
tors, all University students enrolled in an advanced
Computer Science course titled Artificial Intelli-
gence. Prior to the annotations, students signed a
consent form to participate in the experiment and
were rewarded with extra credit for their partici-
pation. Moreover, we had a training session with
the students to review the guidelines and demo
the annotation tool. We employed the evaluation
guidelines defined in Dugan et al. (2022). For each
generated QA pair, the annotators evaluated the
following criteria:

1. Acceptable: Would you directly use this ques-
tion as a flashcard?

2. Grammatical: Is this question grammatically
correct?

3. Interpretable: Does this question make sense
out of context?

4. Relevant: Is this question relevant?

5. Correct: Is the answer to the question correct?

Our team created a web-based tool (as illustrated
in Appendix Figure 2) in order to increase the scal-
ability and ease of annotations. We randomly se-
lected 10 QA pairs generated from each of our 5
input conditions by both the T5 and GPT-3 models.
We divided our 66 annotators into groups of 3, for
a total of 22 groups. Each group would annotate
the same group of questions generated by the dif-
ferent models for the same data. Given that we
had 22 groups of annotators, we collected 3,080
question-answer (QA) pairs annotated, i.e., 220 QA
pairs annotated per input condition. We computed
pairwise inter-annotator agreement (IAA) analysis
using Fleiss’s Multi-π method (Artstein and Poesio,
2008) for finding the agreement for more than two
coders and found IAA rates between 0.39–0.44 for
our 5 evaluation criteria. We report the results in
Table 8.

6 Results and Discussion

Table 3 shows the percentage of generated QA pairs
where the annotations were "yes" for both GPT-
3 and T5. Unsurprisingly, the larger LM GPT-3
demonstrated superior performance in the question
generation task compared to T5. It produced a)
higher quality flashcards, b) more questions that
were coherent out of context, and c) more accu-
rate answers. We found that fully-fledged sum-
maries are better input than GPT-3 generated sum-
maries, which are better than bullet-point human-
written summaries. Our methodology of applying
our rewriting model Bull2Summ for rewriting the
bullet summaries into fully-fledged summaries re-
sults in a substantial increase in the quality of the
QA pairs. Specifically, the acceptability score im-
proves from 53% (bullet points) to 70% (nearly
equal to the 73% of fully-fledged human-written
summaries).
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Our experiments show that although GPT-3 per-
forms better than T5 in QG, it is not sufficient to
improve a) the quality of QA pairs and b) the qual-
ity of the automated summaries as input. Carefully
written human summaries are still better than au-
tomatic summaries generated by GPT-3. However,
our novel method of rewriting short bullet-point
notes into summaries can be effectively used to
generate quality QA pairs.

7 Limitations

In this work, we explored question generation for
computer science textbooks. We have not yet ex-
plored a broader range of course subjects, and it
may be that the prevalence of computer science
knowledge on the Internet, including through fo-
rums like Stack Exchange, makes QG easier for
this discipline than for others. Furthermore, we ex-
amine a relatively narrow range of question types.
Other questions –like multiple choice questions,
or compare and contrast questions– will require
deeper exploration and substantial adaptation of
the methodology that we proposed.

8 Ethics Statement

Potential risks : As with all large language mod-
els, the models used in our research have the po-
tential to generate factually incorrect information.
This is a potential risk given that our intended ap-
plication is for education. As reported in our paper,
our best-performing models produce acceptable
quality flashcard questions only 70% of the time.
The remaining 30% is significant enough that man-
ual review by course is necessary before questions
are deployed to students.

Intended Use : Our models and methods shown
here are for research purposes only. They should
not be deployed in the real world as solutions with-
out further evaluation.

Potential applications : Bull2Sum could be uti-
lized in the field of education to convert course
slides into summaries, which can then be used to
generate pertinent and significant questions for the
course. This application could enhance and facili-
tate students’ exam preparation.
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Type of Input to QG Model Average len
of the text

Average sen-
tence len

Average num
of sentences

Num of T5
QA pairs

Num of GPT-
3 QA pairs

1) Original text from textbook 2260 116 16 774 199
2) GPT-3 generated summary
from textbook text

694 103 5 265 194

3) Fully-fledged human-written
summary

784 74 9 834 374

4) Bullet-point human-written
summary

930 378 4 399 279

5) Bull2Sum summary 687 89 6 605 433
6) Few-shot generated summary 751 108 7 609 447
7) Summary generated with our
fine-tuned model

781 92 7 698 356

Table 4: Statistics of the different types of summaries as input. We report the average length of the text (in chars),
the average sentence length (in chars), the average number of sentences, the number of T5 QA pairs, and the number
of GPT-3 QA pairs.

Type of Input to QG
Model

Summary

Original text from text-
book

27.1 The Limits of AI
27.1.2 The argument from disability
The “argument from disability” makes the claim that “a machine can never
do X.” As examples of X, Turing lists the following: Be kind, resourceful,
beautiful, friendly, have initiative, have a sense of humor, tell right from
wrong, make mistakes, fall in love, enjoy strawberries and cream, make
someone fall in love with it, learn from experience, use words properly,
be the subject of its own thought, have as much diversity of behavior as
man, do something really new.
In retrospect, some of these are rather easy—we’re all familiar with com-
puters that “make mistakes.” Computers with metareasoning capabilities
(Chapter 5) can examine heir own computations, thus being the subject
of their own reasoning. A century-old technology has the proven ability
to “make someone fall in love with it”—the teddy bear. Computer chess
expert David Levy predicts that by 2050 people will routinely fall in love
with humanoid robots. As for a robot falling in love, that is a common
theme in fiction,1 but there has been only limited academic speculation
on the subject (Kim et al., 2007). Computers have done things that are
“really new,” making significant discoveries in astronomy, mathematics,
chemistry, mineralogy, biology, computer science, and other fields, and
creating new forms of art through style transfer (Gatys et al., 2016). Over-
all, programs exceed human performance in some tasks and lag behind on
others. The one thing that it is clear they can’t do is be exactly human.

GPT-3 generated summary
from text

The "argument from disability" claims that machines can never do X,
where X is a characteristic of humans. Some examples of X include being
kind, resourceful, beautiful, friendly, having initiative, having a sense of
humor, being able to tell right from wrong, making mistakes, falling in
love, enjoying strawberries and cream, making someone fall in love with
it, learning from experience, using words properly, being the subject of
its own thought, having as much diversity of behavior as man, and doing
something really new.

Table 5: Qualitative example of sub-chapter from original textbook text and its corresponding GPT-3 generated
summary.
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Type of Input to QG
Model

Summary

Higher quality human-
written summary

Perceptron can easily compute AND and OR, but cannot handle XOR
at all! This is because perceptron is a linear classifier, and thus decision
boundary is a line. XOR can be calculated by a layered network of units.
Example using two ReLU-based units. Can view hidden layer of the
network as forming a representation for the input. Neural networks big
advantage is they can automatically learn to form these representations
well. Note: XOR requires network of units with non-linear activation
functions, i.e. CANNOT do it with just perceptrons (simple linear units).
This due to fact that many layers of linear units can be reduced to one
layer with a certain weights function, which we know can’t solve the XOR
problem.

Poorer quality human-
written summary • perceptron

• a simple neural unit

• has binary output

• does not have a non-linear activation function

• XOR: not linearly separable

• Non-linear activation functions

• a network formed by many layers of purely linear units can always
be reduce to a single layer of linear units with appropriate weights

Summary expanded into
full sentences and para-
graphs by zero shot

A perceptron is a simple neural unit that has binary output and does not
have a non-linear activation function. The XOR problem is not linearly
separable, meaning that a network formed by many layers of purely
linear units can always be reduced to a single layer of linear units with
appropriate weights. Non-linear activation functions are necessary in
order to solve the XOR problem.

Few-shot generated sum-
mary

The perceptron is a simple neural unit that has binary output and does
not have a non-linear activation function. The XOR problem is not
linearly separable. Non-linear activation functions are important because
a network formed by many layers of purely linear units can always be
reduced to a single layer of linear units with appropriate weights.

Summary generated with
our fine-tuned model

A perceptron is a simple neural unit that has a binary output and does not
have a non-linear activation function. An example of a perceptron is a
machine that recognizes numbers written in digits. The machine would
have to be trained first by being shown examples of the correct outputs
for each input. The XOR problem is an example of a perceptron that is
not linearly separable. A perceptron that can solve the XOR problem is
said to be bi-dimensional. A perceptron that can solve the XOR problem
is said to be bi-dimensional. A network formed by many layers of purely
linear units can always be reduced to a single layer of linear units with
appropriate weights.

Table 6: Qualitative example of our methodology to enhance summary quality.
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Type of Input to QG
Model

GPT-3 QA T5 QA

Original text from text-
book

Q: Are programs currently capa-
ble of doing all of these things?
A: Programs are currently capa-
ble of doing some of these things,
but not all of them.

Q: What is a century-old technol-
ogy that can make someone fall
in love with it? A: teddy bear

GPT-3 generated summary
from text

Q: What is the argument from dis-
ability? A: The argument from
disability claims that machines
can never do x, where x is a char-
acteristic of humans.

Q: What does the "argument
from disability" claim machines
can never do? A: X

Higher quality human-
written summary

Q: How does a perceptron com-
pute the and logical operation?
A: A perceptron computes the
and logical operation by adding
the activation values of the multi-
ple layers of units in the percep-
tron.

Q: Perceptron can easily com-
pute what? A: AND and OR

Poorer quality human-
written summary

Q: What does a perceptron not
have? A: A perceptron does not
have a non-linear activation func-
tion.

Q: What is a simple neural unit -
has binary output - does not have
a non-linear activation function?
A: perceptron

Summary expanded into
full sentences and para-
graphs by zero shot

Q: What is the xor problem? A:
The xor problem is a problem in
which two inputs cannot be sepa-
rated by a linear function.

Q: What problem is not linearly
separable? A: XOR

Few-shot generated sum-
mary

Q: What is the xor problem not
linearly separable? A: The xor
problem is not linearly separable.

Q: A network formed by many
layers of what can always be re-
duced to a single layer of linear
units with appropriate weights?
A: purely linear units

Summary generated with
our fine-tuned model

Q: What is a perceptron? A: A
perceptron is a simple neural unit
that has binary output and does
not have a non-linear activation
function.

Q: A perceptron that can solve
the XOR problem is said to be
what? A: bi-dimensional

Table 7: Qualitative examples of QA pairs generated by GPT-3 and T5 from different types of summary or text as
input.
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Figure 2: An example of annotation interface. You can find the annotation tutorial here.
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https://tinyurl.com/SmarttextbookTutorial


IAA
Acceptable 0.39
Grammatical 0.44
Interpretable 0.42
Relevant 0.42
Correct 0.39

Table 8: Mean of pairwise agreement in all 22 groups
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